EAST  AGAIN
cascades and just after sunset the hydro-electric works of the
Burma Corporation were reached where the power is produced
that is required at the lead mines of Bawdwin and Namtu. It
was curious to come across so vast an undertaking in this wild
and romantic valley. The whole installation was twinkling with
electric lights and throbbing with movement. An hour or two
more and the train drew up at the terminus of the line, Lashio,
the little capital of the Northern Shan States.
I spent three pleasant days and nights at Lashio enjoying the
kind  hospitality  that  even  the  unknown  and  unannounced
traveller meets with so often in the East.   The little struggling
town lies on open downs 3,000 feet above the sea-level, dotted
with the bungalows of the very small community of British
officials who reside there in control of the administration.    We
bathed daily in a river where the water, owing to the presence of
hot springs, varies in temperature from coldness to insupportable
warmth, and every evening before dinner we forgathered at' the
Club—a small but very pleasant party.   On the fourth morning
the car that I had hired in the bazaar came to fetch me, with a
chauffeur-owner who turned out to be not only an excellent driver
but an intelligent and cheerful companion.   With his assistant
and my Indian servant Mohammed I started off on our journey
southward.   There had been a day's delay in getting away for
the owner-driver of the car, who was of mixed Shan and Indian
birth, implored me not to start on a Tuesday as that was a very
unlucky day to begin a journey.   " Apart," he said, " from what
might happen to us, I cannot risk my car."   So earnest he was
that I was soon convinced that to start on a Tuesday would end
in disaster and I readily accorded him the day's delay that he
desired.
The motor journey from Lashio to Taunggyi, the little capital
of the Southern Shan States, occupied just a week for I had no
need to hurry and ample time at my disposal. There is one
disadvantage of travel in February and March in these regions
and that is that often the more distant views are concealed by the
heat haze that hangs over the country. I was in this respect
fortunate for there was less haze than usual and there was
scarcely a day during some part of which the high distant
mountains were not visible though often they appeared for only
a short space of time. The country too showed signs of the long
spell of the dry months and was often yellow and scorched.
But there axe many evergreen trees, giant Ficus of vast dimen-

